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PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

DANCE INTENSIVE will be held:

Monday, July 20th (ages 10-19) starting at 2:00pm (cost $20)
INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS will be held prior to auditions:

Monday, July 20th from 1:30-2:00pm (not required)
(same info presented at each meeting)

AUDITIONS will be held:

Monday, July 20th from 4:15/4:30-5:30pm (ages 10-19)
(dancers must be at least 10 by January 1st, 2021)

What to expect at auditions:
Each dancer will participate in warmups and stretching, technique across the floor and in the centre and learn the audition
combos. During auditions, dancers will be put in groups of 3 to perform each combo and required technique move along
with a bonus trick of their choosing.
New this year: We’ll have one Blue Heat team however dances will be structured and taught to those with the best ability. All
dancers auditioning will be taught the same two routines. We will fairly score everyone, with their scores determining whether
they are a team member or alternate. Dancers not receiving the minimum score required will not make the team but should
continue working on their skills and technique in class and audition again next year! ☺
Every dancer is auditioning for a spot on our team. Former Blue Heat dancers are not guaranteed a spot on our new team
however previous dance experience, dancer’s attitude, behavior, commitment level, as well as current audition performance
will be considered when selecting our new teams.

Technique required:

right and left split leaps
right and left center leaps
toe touches
right and left capezios (calypsos)
right and left double pirouettes
C jumps
right and left splits

Suggested bonus tricks (not limited to this list)
double toe touches

turning discs
turning/running C jumps
tilt jumps
firebirds
needle turns (or leg holds)
switch leaps
switching center leaps
triple pirouettes
tumbling tricks

Thanks!
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